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Recipe for Success, in Inside Sales 
 
 
Inside Sales, an Overview: 
 
Inside Sales, Tele-sales, B2B telemarketing, lead generation�it doesn�t matter what you call it, it is one of the most 
effective forms of selling products and services in the world. To be successful in telesales you need to be focused 
on your objectives, in control of your calls, work to your plan. If you put forward a strong and sincere effort and if 
you follow the guidelines contained in this work you will be successful! 
 
Lets take a brief look at what telesales is and what it is used by virtually every company in every industry in the 
developed world. 
 
In 1954 the Ford Motor company was preparing to roll out their new vehicle line and a a clever sales manager 
thought that it might be a good idea to contact people who owned a 1949 Ford product to see if they would like to 
look at the new Fords. So they called the customers and invited them to the showroom and a new form of 
marketing was born. Telemarketing. Telemarketing can be divided into two broad categories; Inbound and 
Outbound. Inbound is what happens in the Customer Service Center (CSC), where we answer customers calls. 
Outbound can be divided into two categories also; Consumer and B2B. Consumer telemarketing is all of those 
wonderful calls we get during dinner, while in the bath or just generally at a bad time and often with an uninteresting 
offer. That�s why we now have a Do Not Call List with 70 million names on it. B2B or Business-to-Business is the 
business side of outbound telemarketing. That is what inside sales is, it is a form of B2B telemarketing. Companies 
use B2B calling to; 

• Sell- products, services, information, 
• Qualify- Leads, prospects, x dates etc. 
• Generate- Leads, appointments for field sales forces 

 
In most organizations the role of Inside Sales is two fold; firstly to generate sales leads for a field sales force and 
secondly to complete sales over the phone. 
 
So why are companies with an outside sales force also managing some accounts via the telephone? Well the answer 
is very straightforward; 
An average sales call today costs a company approximately $400 and on average a Sales rep can make about 7 calls 
per day. An inside Sales call costs less than $10 per call and on average an inside rep can make about 45 calls per 
day. From this we can see that it is certainly a lower cost to service an account by phone. Of course the conversion 
rate or the percentage of people who buy is also lower in a telesales environment than in face to face selling.  
Research conducted by The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. (TRG) shows that the conversion rate for face to face selling 
across a broad range of industries is 40% while the telesales conversion rate is 10%. If we look at the cost of a sales 
call, the conversion rate for face to face and the cost and conversion rate of Inside or Telesales we see that the 
cost per sale for face to face is $1,000 and the cost per sale for inside sales is $60.33. From this we can see that it 
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doesn�t make sense to use face to face sales to sell accounts that generate less than $1,000 per order. Many 
organizations employ Inside Sales to complete �Full Account Management� for accounts that fall below their face to 
Face cost per sale level. 
 
 
The economics of Inside Sales can be very appealing and this is why many companies employ Inside Sales in support 
of their field sales organization. The lower cost per contact means that sales opportunities can be qualified and 
appointments set by an Inside Sales group at a far lower cost than can be achieved by the Field. In addition, by 
focusing the efforts of the outside field force on qualified sales opportunities serves to increase the effectiveness of 
the field force resulting in more overall sales at a lower cost per sale. 
 
Make no mistake however Inside Sales is a sales role and in some ways it can be even more challenging than field 
selling. Decision makers (DM�s)  (the people we want to speak to) in any business get many calls per week looking 
to sell them something. The DM�s also may be engaged in other activities while speaking to us over the phone, they 
could have someone standing in front of them or be reading the newspaper for all we know. This doesn�t happen if 
a field rep is standing in front of them. If you are in a face to face meeting you can see how the other person is 
reacting to what you say, you can pick up on the body language and you can even gain an insight into the type of 
person they based on what you see in their office, pictures, golf stuff, stuffed fish etc. 
 
So the role of working on the phones can be challenging, but there are some simple rules that can help to make you 
more effective and successful in your role. This training outline will equip you with the skills and knowledge to be 
successful. 
 
A Recipe for Success: 
What is a recipe? Well it can be defined as �a set of instructions that when followed precisely will deliver a known 
and expected result.�  If you want to bake a cake you follow the recipe�the correct pan, so much flour, x number 
of eggs, y amount of yeast, chocolate, proper baking temperature and a specified amount of time. If you have 
followed the directions for the recipe correctly you will have cake. If you don�t follow the recipe precisely your 
results will vary from marginal to completely unsatisfactory.  
 
Inside Sales can be viewed as a process that lends itself to a recipe for success as well. If you follow the directions 
exactly, you will be successful, you will have cake! 
 
We all know people are great cooks and bakers, they don�t follow a recipe they use a �pinch of this� and a �dash of 
that�. They create fantastic and tasty results, without a measuring cup in sight. They appear to be successful without 
a recipe. In truth they have become experts at baking, they started with a recipe and they have made it second 
nature (no need for measuring ingredients) and they have also learned to improvise and adjust to their environment, 
not enough sugar, let�s use some apples instead. You can get to this level of performance over time as your skills 
and knowledge improve eventually the recipe will be second nature to you as well. But we must walk before we can 
run and we all have to start with a recipe. This program is your �Recipe for Success�. 
 
Environment: 
Like any great chef, we need the right environment to be successful. The best baker in the world would be 
challenged in baking a great cake over a campfire instead of the oven they are familiar with. Likewise we will be 
more successful operating in a controlled environment where we know what to expect than to try to operate in a 
less than ideal environment. It is really about following our recipe and optimizing our chance of success. 
 
In our particular case our optimal environment requires; 

• A work station, 
• A telephone, 
• A list of people to call, 
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• The ability to focus on our work, 
• No interruptions, 
• The ability to work uninterrupted for a least a few hours, 
• A positive attitude, 
• Knowledge of our products/services, 
• Comfort and understanding of our Recipe, 

 
Everyone wants to be successful, but at times we act like this isn�t the case. We know that if we don�t make calls 
we won�t succeed. But at times we are tempted (and may succumb) to other �busy� work rather than make our 
dials. There is a mathematical basis for success in inside sales. Thomas Jefferson said �The harder I work the luckier 
I become� and this is true in inside sales as well. We need to make speak to prospects to set appointment, and 
qualify leads. A cake won�t cook properly at 100 degrees if it is supposed to be cooked at 400 degrees. An inside 
sales rep will not be successful with 10 dials per hour if they should be at 30. Once again it is not rocket science but 
rather simply following our recipe.  
 
So to be successful we need to be at our desk and fully prepared to make our calls each morning, we need to work 
without interruptions and distractions and well need to have a positive frame of mind. Remember we have a right to 
do our job. We are not selling a product or service that people don�t want. On the contrary we are selling a service 
that everyone needs. We have thousands of customers who needs and appreciate our service and products. We 
are bringing our prospects something of value, the opportunity to have their need satisfied and serviced by a 
profession, successful company. We need to know this on every call.  
 
We also need to remember that we are the experts; we add value to the discussions because we share our 
knowledge and expertise with our prospects and clients that make their life easier and ensure that they get the 
products/services they need. 
 
But even if we have the all these without a roadmap of where we are going we cannot get there. A recipe will not 
work if you don�t follow the directions properly and in sequence. You cannot bake the ingredients separately and 
expect to have cake. Similarly you cannot be successful in inside sales without knowing and following the directions. 
 
 
Success is a Formula 
 
Our role is to place calls and help the company generate sales. We do this in a three primary ways; 

• We place outbound calls to suspects and qualify them. Once qualifies we will manage the prospect 
and try to close or we  forward qualified leads (prospects) the prospect onto the outside sales force 
to manage and close, 

• We will try to save accounts that are considering (or even have decided) leaving us, 
• We will handle incoming Sales calls directed to us by the Call Center. 

 
Really however our primary role is to place outbound calls and qualify and sell prospects. The Save or retention 
calls will represent an increasingly smaller segment of calls due both to the implementation of Service Standards  and 
due to improved effectiveness in the Customer Service Call Center. The incoming calls from the call center will 
decline due to additional sales training they are receiving and an expectation that they can close the sale the vast 
majority of the time.  
 
Inside Sales is about selling, it is proactive and is characterized by �dialing for dollars�, this activity also known as 
telesales or outbound telemarketing has been around for 50 years and over the years the following truisms have 
emerged; 

1. To be successful you need to have a plan (a recipe), 
2. You need to follow the plan (the directions), 
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3. You need hone and refine your skills (training, coaching and role-playing), 
 
Calling customers is successful because it works. In a city like Toronto every day there are companies out there 
who are considering changing their supplier. They may not do it today, as they get caught up in their jobs and other 
activities. Research has shown that at any given time 10% of any company�s customer will consider defecting. What 
this means to us is if we can get through to the right person we can have an opportunity to take this business. We 
can also improve our odds by being prepared; having a call plan (our directions) for the call, having a goal for the 
call, asking probing questions that will improve our knowledge of the prospect, listening to what the prospect has to 
say (many prospects will tell you how to sell them. 
 
Success in Inside sales isn�t luck, it is hard work and a good plan�a little luck won�t hurt but it won�t make you a 
success over the long term. 
Recipe Directions � Our Plan 
Every sales call you make will have the same components as illustrated by the following flow chart; 

Outbound call to 
prospect

SCREEN GREET
�Could you tell me 
who is responsible 

for��

Update info 
in CRM

TRANSFER
�May I speak 

to��

No. CALL BACK 
�when would be 
the best time to 

reach�?�

Yes. CONFIRM 
�Good___  Mr/

s___, My name is 
and I understand 

you are 
responsible for�

Yes. PRESENT. 
�I�m sure you know 
ABC Inc., we are 

��

No. NEW 
TRANSFER. �Who 

would look after 
that?�

Update 
CRM

CLOSE

No. 
OBJECTION 
HANDLING

Yes. ORDER/
LEAD

Overcome 2 objections and 
out

No. NO SALE

Outbound Call Flow
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The process is simple�Qualify, Confirm, Present, Close, Objection Handling, Close. That�s it, that�s all there is too 
it! 
 
Of course it is not just following the flow that will make you successful, remember our recipe, we need to know 
how to follow the directions�we can�t broil when we should bake or it won�t turn out as we expect. 
 
Let�s look at each of the major components of the call to understand how we follow the directions; 
 
Greeting: 
This is our initial contact with the prospect company. The person who answers the phone can either assist us or 
confound us. Our objective to get past this person to get to the decision maker and we can�t do that without their 
help. The easiest way to do this is to ask. So the script is �Good Morning, My name is_______ and I am calling from 
ABC Inc., could you please tell who looks after ___________ at XYZ Company?� 
The key now is to pause and listen to the response. Don�t keep talking or you will confuse your request. Now the 
greeter will likely give you the name of the individual at which point you ask to speak to them. If they are not 
available then ask the greeter if you can leave a message. Use your Voice Mail Script for the message regardless of 
whether you have voice mail or not. 
 
Now what do you do if the greeter asks questions of you instead of giving you the decision maker�s name? Try to 
answer the question honesty and frankly� 
Greeter- �May I ask what this in regards to?� 
You- �ABC is one of the largest __________companies  in California and I want to speak to the person at XYZ Inc. who 
makes the decisions regarding __________ because I believe that XYZ can benefit from our services and capabilities� 
You have now answered the question; now wait for the greeter to respond. 
 
Qualification: 
One of the most common mistakes anyone in sales can make is to present and try to sell to someone other than 
the decision maker. Trying to sell to anyone else just doesn�t make sense. If the person isn�t the decision maker 
then we will not get a sale. So it is important to Qualify the prospect and confirm they have this responsibility. The 
best way to do this is by asking the question directly when you first speak to the person the greeter has referred 
you to.  �Good morning Mr__________________. My name is ____________ and I am calling from ABC Inc.. I 
understand that you are responsible for all decisions related to ___________ at XYZ Inc. Is that correct?� 
Now one of two things will happen. Either they are the decision maker or they are not. If they are the decision 
maker then we continue on to the Presentation. If they are not the decision maker we want to ask them for their 
assistance��I sorry, who would be responsible for decisions regarding _____________ at XYZ?�. 
The contact will likely give you another name at this point and you should ask if the contact can transfer you to that 
person or their voice mail. We now need to repeat this process from the beginning and continue until we get a Yes 
answer from the contact. 
 
Presentation: 
The presentation or pitch is the crux of the sales call. This is our commercial; this is where we have to make 
compelling statements about our company to secure our prospects� interest. Generally the presentation is a 
reflection of our Power Statement. 
 
�Mr.________________ ABC Inc. is the largest __________companies  in California and our size give us incredible 
economies of scale and at the same time strict safety procedures. These two features give you the benefit of competitive 
rates and peace of mind.� 
 
Or 
 
�Mr.___________ ABC has grown and succeeded over the past X years because we consistently meet out customers needs, 
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today we serve customer like Ford, GM, Wal-Mart.� 
 
 
Now at this point the prospect may ask a question or make a statement but generally they will allow you to move 
to the Close. Any questions that are asked should be answered honestly and frankly and then you should switch 
back to a version of your presentation so that you can get to the Close. 
 
 
Close: 
No sale occurs until somebody buys something and we cannot succeed without asking for the order. Now our 
objective in making calls maybe to secure an order or it maybe to secure an appointment for a field rep. Regardless 
of the specific objective we need to close to get to the next stage. We need a �Yes� at this point to be successful. 
The Close is asking for the �Yes�. 
 
�I believe that we can really assist XYZ Inc. to better manage your ____________ needs and I would like to set up an 
appointment for your representative  REP NAME to come by, assess your requirements and show you what we can do. 
Would next Tuesday or Wednesday be better for you?� 
 
It is critical at this point that you do not say another word until the prospect has answered. Don�t be concerned if 
there is a long pause we need to get to �Yes� so we need to wait for an answer. 
 
The answer you will get will either be positive; �Yes say about 2:30 on Tuesday would be best for me.� Or you will get 
a question or an Objection. We will deal with the question response here and Objection Handling in the next 
section. 
 
If the prospect asks a question this is a positive sign, they are interested! Listen to the question and if you are 
unclear what they are asking the repeat the question back to them and ask for clarification. Then you can answer 
the question and end your response with another Close. 
 
Prospect-�Well how much is a 3 yard bin?� 
You- �Well Mr/s__________________ the rates depend on a number of variables such as 1, 2 and 3, REP NAME will 
have all of that information when he/she meets with you. Are mornings or afternoons usually better for you?� 
 
Again it is critical that you wait for a response. If the prospect responds to you Close question then it is just a 
mater of coordinating calendars, you will be setting up the appointment. You are also likely at this point to hear an 
Objection. 
 
Objections: 
An Objection is also a buying signal. The prospect is telling you what is biggest concern is. This is an opportunity to 
provide information that will eliminate this concern and with this barrier out of the way we can then proceed to a 
�YES�. 
 
Objections are likely the single most important element of any sales call. Your ability to handle and respond to 
objections will determine the degree of success you will have in sales. Therefore it is critical that you know and 
understand the objections and how best to respond to them. 
 
There are only 4 Objections: 
 

1. Too Busy/No Time- What they are saying is that what you are offering is not important enough for them 
to spend any time considering it. You need to show them the value and benefits that they will receive. Key 
Point- You haven�t shown value of your product or service. 
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2. We use another vendor- What they are saying is that you haven�t shown them any reason to switch. You 
need to show them how you are different and the value and benefits they will receive from you due to 
these differentiators. Key Point- You haven�t shown you are different/better. 

3. Too Expensive- What they are saying is that you haven�t shown them why they should spend the money 
with you. All companies have money and will change their spending plans when there is a compelling 
reason to do so. Key Point- You haven�t shown �value for the money�. 

4. No Need- What they are saying is that they don�t use or have any need for your product. You may know 
this to be false. You need to show them the benefit and value they will derive from using your 
product//service. Key Point- You haven�t shown benefits and value. 

 
 
The solution to any objection is in the Key Point line, this tells you how to overcome all of these objections. 
 
Points to Ponder: 
 
Decision makers get many, perhaps hundreds of calls per week purporting to solve all their problems. They are 
programmed to say �no�. It will be their first reaction, expect it. Also expect to hear the following �false�� 
objections: 
 

1. �Not Interested� � This is not an objection, it is just (usually) the fastest way off the phone. The �real� 
objection will be one of the 4 above. Key Point- You must push through �Not Interested� to get to the 
�real� objection if you want to have any hope of overcoming it. 

 
2. �I need to talk to so and so about this� � This is not an objection, this simply points out that you have been 

presenting to someone who is not the �decision maker�. Ideally you want to only present to the ��decision 
maker�, however some people may give you the impression that they are the �decision maker� when in fact 
they are influencers. If your relationship with this influencer is positive then they should be able to get you 
in front of the �decision maker�. Key Point- Never entrust or empower anyone else to do your job, they 
don�t know your product as well as you and they are not committed to make it happen! 

 
3. �Your product/service is inferior�- Unless your product/service is really inferior then you know it is not a real 

objection, but rather a lack of knowledge regarding your products/services. Key Point- If you believe 
your product is inferior then you will fail at selling this (or any other prospect). 

 
Expect that the prospect will employ a number of objections. Just because it is one of the 4 Objections doesn�t 
mean it is the real obstacle or objection, it just means it could be. Objections presented may appear as either �real� 
or �false�, you need to address each one before you can uncover the �real� objection. 
 
 
So if we go back to our example at company XYZ, Inc. we might hear� 
 
PROSPECT- �Well I am dealing with COMPETITOR and they are meeting my needs, so I don�t think a meeting will 
accomplish anything� 
 
This we can see is a Competitor Objection. We need to show them a reason why they should consider switching. 
It is important when responding to a Competitor Objection that we do not �run down� the competitor. We do this 
for a number of reasons; 

1. We don�t know what the prospects� relationship is with the Competitor (His brother in-law may run the 
company), 

2. We will look unprofessional if we say negative things about the Competitor, 
3. We may end up in a discussion about the competitor rather than talking about our company! 
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What we do want to do is to provide information that will make the prospect want to meet with our Rep even 
though they are dealing with a Competitor. Our response then to the Objection might be� 
 
�XYZ is the choice of more companies in the LA area than any other _________, we carry third party insurance that 
protects our customers from legal liability that many of our competitors don�t carry. That can mean that you could be open 
to legal liability. How is next Tuesday at 2:30 to meet with REP.� 
 
In handling objections always return to the Close once you have answered the Objection. Handle two Objection on 
any call if the prospect brings up a third Objection, then they are likely just doing so to avoid saying yes, to continue 
to handle these will not end in a �Yes�, so thank the prospect for his/her time tell them you will follow up with 
them in a few weeks/months (based upon the standard cycle time). 
 
Wrap: 
Congratulations you got to �Yes�, the prospect has agreed to meet with REP next Tuesday at 2:30. Confirm the 
meeting location (customers may have more than one location) and time, thank you prospect for their time and 
update the system with call/appointment information and you have completed the call. 
 
Now you can begin the process all over again and make your next call. 
 
Follow your plan, the recipe and the directions and you will be successful�you will get to �Yes�. 
 
 
Voice Mail: 
Unfortunately not every prospect we speak with will be sitting and waiting to speak with us. As a result we will get 
voice mail, frequently. Voice mail provides an opportunity for us to leave a positive message about our company and 
our services. A good voice mail message will increase the likelihood that the prospect will take our call the next 
time we call. 
 
People often ask if we should leave call back numbers and generally this is not a good idea. The role of Inside Sales 
is to place calls not to receive them. If the prospect does call us then we are likely to be on an outbound call, so we 
won�t speak with them. The alternative is to make fewer outbound calls to increase our availability for returned 
calls. This simply reduces the effectiveness of the team and will fail to meet the performance targets that the 
company has set. It is better to suggest that we will call them back or in the lead generation scenario to offer the 
SALES REP phone number. 
 
The voice mail script should include all of the elements of a call presented in a brief and logical flow. In the scenario 
we have been using this could look like this; 
�Hello Mr/s___________this is AGENT NAME from ABC Inc. I am calling you today because I understand that you are the 
person responsible for ________ and _______decisions at XYZ, Inc. As you may know ABC is the largest 
________companies in California and we believe that we can offer superior service. REP NAME has asked me to call you to 
set up a brief meeting to discuss how we can assist XYZ, Inc. I will give you a call back later this week to discuss or if you 
prefer you can call REP NAME direct at 562-555-1212. Thank you and have a good day� 
 
 
Targets: 
Inside Sales is effective when everyone follows the recipe and directions. An Inside Sales team is expected to be on 
the �phones� for 50 minutes each hour. This is what is expected by management. In some companies staff can be on 
the �phones� 55 or more minutes per hour. 
 
So how does this time break down? Well that is highly dependant on a number of factors; 
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• The level of the prospects we are targeting, the more senior the individual the less likely they are to 
be available. 

• The prevalence of voice mail. Most companies today employ voice mail systems; this reduces the calls 
that are answered directly by prospects (and everyone else). 

 
In a typical Inside Sales operation where the completed calls (those where the agent speaks to a confirmed mid level 
decision-maker and gains a Yes or No response) are 4 minutes in length we would expect 5-6 completed calls each 
hour, 40 dials per hour and voice mails left for 7-8  prospects.  
 
Sample Script: 
Employing the approach outlined in this training guide the following is the sample script. 
 
 
Greeting: 
�Good Morning, My name is_______ and I am calling from ABC Inc. could you please tell who looks after Service Line 1 at 
XYZ Company?� 
 
Qualification: 
�Good morning Mr__________________. My name is ____________ and I am calling from ABC Inc. I understand that 
you are responsible for all decisions related Service Line 1 & 2 at XYZ Inc. Is that correct?� 
 
IF YES CONTINUE, IF NO ASK FOR WHO IS RESPONSIBLE AND ASK PROSPECT TO TRANSFER CALL. 
 
Presentation: 
�Mr._______________,_ABC is the largest Service Line 1 provider in California and our size give us incredible economies of 
scale and at the same time strict safety procedures. These two features give you the benefit of competitive rates and peace 
of mind.� 
 
Close: 
�I believe that we can really assist XYZ Inc. to better manage your Service Requirement   needs and I would like to set up 
an appointment for your representative  REP NAME to come by, assess your requirements and show you what we can do. 
Would next Tuesday or Wednesday be better for you?� 
 
Wrap Up: 
�Great Mr.____________ I will have REP meet you at your location at 123 Main Street next Tuesday the 27th at 2:30 pm. 
Thank you for your time today. Good-bye.� 
 
HANDLE OBJECTIONS AS PRESENTED- TO A MAXIMUM OF TWO. 
NOTE ALL INFORMATION DETAILS INTO SYSTEM. 
 
Approach: 
This guide has presented a sample script which you can employ, however the objective is not to �read� something to 
the prospect, but rather to have a guided conversation with them which follows the process and hits all of the 
correct steps in the correct sequence. You may start with the sample script if you wish, but you should move to 
your own words as soon as you are comfortable doing so. 
 
Follow the recipe and directions and you will succeed. 
 

Let us know what you think of this article or any suggestions you have for future issues by email at 

feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com .
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Poll of the Month 

Each month on the TRG website (www.thetaylorreachgroup.com ) we ask you to cast your vote in our monthly poll.  
 
Due to a technical glitch we are unable to publish the Poll of the Month, this month. This feature will return next month. 
 

Do you have an idea for an upcoming poll? If so we would love to hear it.  

Please email your suggestion to feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com                   

Newsworthy 

In this regular column we review the latest news, predictions and trends impacting on the Customer Interaction 
Industry. 

Hong Kong Plans to enact Anti-Telemarketing Law 

Hong Kong plans to enact an anti-spam law next year to crack down on companies that send unsolicited e-mails or 
make automated telemarketing calls to consumers, an official has said. The government has consulted  
with industry groups to craft a law that would combat junk faxes, e-mails, text messages and telemarketing calls. Au 
Man-ho, director-general of the Telecommunications Authority, said in a statement that direct marketing companies 
using automated calling on an unsolicited basis "can be considered a spam problem." However, Au said the law -- to 
take effect at an unspecified date in 2006 -- would not cover "manually made cold calls" to avoid interfering with 
normal business activities. He said the issue still requires public discussion and that the government was working 
with fixed-line and mobile operators to create a code of practice for telemarketing.  

Asia Pacific Call Centre News 
 
UK call centre workers lose their voices 

UK call centre workers are suffering from a new industrial disease that is putting their livelihoods at risk, the 
country's biggest union warns.  
 
Voice loss among the UK�s 860,000 call centre workers costs the country £200 million (US$364 million) a year with 
that figure set to double in the next decade, said Unison general secretary Dave Prentis. The union demanded 
regular breaks for workers, easy access to fresh drinking water and rest for staff with a cold or sore throat.  
 
�Call centres are a voice-driven industry and employers need to protect that most precious asset now, or face the 
human and legal consequences later," Prentis said. "Call centre managers have been warned, they cannot feign 
ignorance of the problem and they cannot afford to bury their heads in the sand.�  

 Callcentres.net 
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Study: 73% Say BPO Improves Business 

The results of a just-completed BPO customer satisfaction study by InformationWeek, Managing Offshore, and 
EquaTerra found that 73% of business and IT decision makers in North America agreed with the statement that -
BPO is improving our business processes.  

InformationWeek 
 

KFC call centre manners ad causes complaints 

English call centre workers shown on TV singing with their mouths full have prompted a flood of complaints from 
Britons concerned over the depiction of bad manners. The commercial for KFC became Britain's most complained 
about ad, with 1,671 members of the public contacting the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA). Offended 
viewers said it encouraged bad manners in children by making it appear funny to sing or speak while eating, and 41 
of those who complained said their children had aped the ad. But the ASA rejected all complaints and dismissed 
fears of an epidemic of children eating open-mouthed. "As teaching good table manners is an ongoing process 
needing frequent reminders at meal times, we do not agree that the advertisement would have a detrimental effect," 
the authority said in its ruling. Nearly all those who complained said they found it unpleasant to watch.  
 
The advert used subtitles to explain what the three call centre staffs were singing as they munched KFC salads, 
leading some viewers to complain that it mocked people with speech and hearing impediments. It ended with one of 
the women answering a phone singing, "Hello, emergency helpline," which prompted others to complain that it 
implied call centre staff were unprofessional. Disgruntled viewers will be spared having to see the commercial again, 
however, as KFC said its planned run is finished and has no plans to show it again. KFC said it intended the 
commercial to be light-hearted.  
Asia Pacific Call Centre News 
 
Indian call center staff face racial abuse  

Alleged racial abuse and rude behavior from British and American customers are driving increasing number of Indian 
call center workers to quit their jobs, a media report indicated today.  
 
Irate customers and their "racial abuses� were factors contributing to the stress and strain in the call center 
industry and some organizations have begun employing psychiatrists and counselors to help employees to cope, 
according to a report in The Observer.  
 
Workers face a spectrum of rudeness-from sexual harassment to fury at unsolicited sales calls to "open racism,� the 
report said.  
 
According to the report, there are no unions yet to represent the 350,000 workers in the Indian call center 
business. 

TRG  

Ask the Experts  

The following are actual questions posed to the TRG experts. You can pose your questions on our website. 

Who should �own� the Call Center? 

Question:  
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Whenever I ask this question, I always seem to get conflicting answers. Should Operations own the center, should it 
be Sales or should it be Marketing? Please let me know where the center should report. 

Bob S. 

Expert Response: 

This debated has raged on since call center s first came into existence. Often the current �ownership� was 
determined years ago and is dependent upon who created the center. If it was originally an outbound center it is 
usually still under Sales, if it was created to provide technical support it is under Operations or even Engineering, a 
customer service center often reports through Operations. Once of the most common reasons, or perhaps more 
accurately defined as excuses for problems, is that the center reporting and departmental alignment is the reason 
why the center is in trouble or failing to meet the corporate objectives. This is in most cases is not a significant 
issue. In truth no matter what the alignment each and every one of the departments already identified can have 
dysfunctional call centers. 

The key to success is not the reporting lines, but rather the alignment of the activities and objectives of the 
company and not just the department. Review what your corporate goals are and see how well the current call 
center goals and objectives align. Specifically look at the call center metrics and ask yourself how these help the 
company to attain its corporate goals�you may be very surprised by the result. 

Let us know what you think of this response. How would you have answered this question? Let us know at 

feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com     

Inside TRG
Taking Marketing into your Call Center  

On June 14th Colin Taylor presented �Taking Marketing into your Call Center� in Toronto to the Association for 

Advancement of Relationship Marketing (AARM). This presentation outlines why most marketing initiatives fail and what 

companies must do to prepare their call center to effectively operate Marketing campaign and initiatives. A copy of this 

presentation is available on the TRG website. To view this presentation, please click on the link below; 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/data/whitePapers/taking_marketing_into_your_call_center.pdf  

 
Leverage TRG�s knowledge to your benefit 
More than 700 senior business executives around the globe rely on Customer Reach to keep them 
informed regarding call center strategies, tactics and news, but did you know that the TRG website 
www.thetaylorreachgroup.com has numerous whitepapers and additional resources available to 
registered members? 
 
Today there are more than a dozen whitepapers available for you review inside the website on topics 
including; 

• Staff Budgeting, 
• Forecasting, 
• Quality Assurance, 
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• Team Building in Call Centers, 
The TRG website receives more than 23,000 hits for our content each month! 

Register today.  
 

Case Study 

In this regular column we review the successes that TRG is part of. 

TRG Model Drives Service Level Improvement 
 
TRG helped an established services organization dramatically improve their 
service through an integrated approach to service delivery.  
 

The Challenge: 

This very successful services organization faced a number of challenges; high turnover, low agent productivity, 
incomplete and inadequate training materials. All of these deficiencies lead to continued poor service performance. 
The company�s service level was very unsatisfactory with very few calls being answered in 20 seconds, and more 
than 35% of all calls abandoning. They sought out the guidance of TRG to improve the service performance of their 
call center.  
 

The Process: 

TRG conducted a complete end to end assessment of the call center, its processes and those processes 
that impacted on the call center. TRG developed a call center operational model and worked with the 
center management and staff to implement a model that incorporated new approaches for; 

• Hiring,  
• Training, 
• Monitoring, 
• Coaching, 
• Staffing,  
• Forecasting,  
• Quality assurance, 
• Call routing, 
• Staff Budgeting,  

 
The Solution: 

New hiring practices were implemented to recruit for the desired skill sets. The process mapping resulted in 
revision to many of the processes to align them better with the objectives of the business. A number of these 
processes involved groups outside of the call center operation. The result of including these non call center 
processes was a significantly better alignment between the company objectives and those of the call center. 
Workforce management was introduced to support more accurate forecasting and scheduling.  
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The Result: 

By implementing the TRG Model, the company improved the service level more than 1200%, reduced 
abandoned calls by more than 75%, Improved First Call Resolution by more than 50%, Reduced Average 
Handle Time by 25%, increased customer Satisfaction and Loyalty by more than 10%. All of this was 
achieved in less than 4 months!  
 
The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. provides Strategic and Operational customer interaction consulting 

services that deliver Operational Innovation breakthroughs in Contact Center operations. 

Award winning service and more than 100 years of industry experience serving �Fortune 1000� 

companies. Extensive North American and International experience with both captive (in-house) and 

outsource centers.  

Delivering Operational Innovation to your Contact Center 

Contact Center Consulting, Customer Satisfaction, Contact Center Technology, Privacy, Supply 

Chain and General Management consulting services provided. 

Award winning service...Reach Beyond!  

Phone or email Colin Taylor today at 905-426-5055  

By email at  ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com . 

Offices in North America & Australia 

 

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. 
31 Barr Road, Suite 2 

Ajax ON 

L1S 3Y1 
Phone:  905-426-5055 

Fax:      905-426-6793 

E-mail:  info@thetaylorreachgroup.com 

www.thetaylorreachgroup.com      


